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NKOT120 Scrap Tyre Balers Machine

Tire Baler machine called Tyre baler, used for scrap tire ,small tire ,car tires ,truck

tire ,OTR tire compression ,and make the bale tight and easy to loading in container for

transportation.

Features:

1.Hydraulically driven door opening, safe operation, convenient opening and closing

2.Two split platen with movable connecting rod to prevent platen deformation when pressing

uneven material

3.The whole system manual control, long service life, simple operation

4.Retractable retaining jaws prevent bag from bouncing back after compaction

5.Adopt hydraulic system

6.Mainly using Schneider electrical components

7.Automatic chain baling machine, simple operation, high efficiency

8.Front and rear doors, convenient for bundling and unpacking
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How to choose a suitable tire baler manufacturer?

1. The cost-effectiveness of the product

At present, there are many types of tire balers on the market, and the choice of tire balers

depends on the cost-effectiveness of the products. All consumers hope to buy tire balers

with high quality and low price.

When buying a tire baler in the market, you must analyze and compare the products of tire

baler manufacturers through various aspects. Some tire balers are fast in packaging.

Compared with the previous manual packaging, labor costs are greatly saved, and the

operation is simple. , Just a brief explanation, workers can operate.

2. Product after-sales service

After understanding the basic theoretical knowledge of some enterprises of tire balers,

we also need to have a certain understanding of its after-sales service. Today's customers

also attach great importance to after-sales service. After-sales service cannot be ignored.

Excellent tire balers will provide Very good service.

If the machine fails, they will patiently explain to you that non-human factors will return

the tire Baler to the factory for maintenance within a certain period of time. The company

registers customer information when purchasing, regularly informs customers of the usage,

and responds to customer feedback and needs in a timely manner. Provide personalized

service.

Since the development of NICKBALER, its products are exported to more than 60 countries

and regions, with a total of more than 150 models of various hydraulic balers, which can

support product customization. www.nickbaler.com

Model NKOT120

Hydraulic power 120Ton

Packaging size（L*W*H） 1400*700*700-1100 mm

Feed opening size（L*H） 1400*600mm

Chamber Size（L*W*H） 1400*700*1700 mm

Capability 5-6 bale/hour

Bale weight 500-700Kg

Voltage 380V/50HZ

Power 15KW/20HP

Weight 4500Kg
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